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Disrupted Integration of Exteroceptive and Interoceptive Signaling in
Autism Spectrum Disorder

Jean-Paul Noel , Marisa Lytle, Carissa Cascio,† and Mark T. Wallace†

In addition to deficits in social communication, individuals diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) fre-
quently exhibit changes in sensory and multisensory function. Recent evidence has focused on changes in audiovi-
sual temporal processing, and has sought to relate these sensory-based changes to weaknesses in social
communication. These changes in audiovisual temporal function manifest as differences in the temporal epoch or
“window” within which paired auditory and visual stimuli are integrated or bound, with those with ASD exhibiting
expanded audiovisual temporal binding windows (TBWs). However, it is unknown whether this impairment is unique
to audiovisual pairings, perhaps because of their relevance for speech processing, or whether it generalizes across pair-
ings in different sensory modalities. In addition to the exteroceptive senses, there has been growing interest in ASD
research in interoception (e.g., the monitoring of respiration, heartbeat, hunger, etc.), as these internally directed sen-
sory processes appear to be altered as well in autism. In the current study, we sought to examine both exteroception
and interoception in individuals with ASD and a group of typically developing (TD) matched controls, with an
emphasis on temporal perception of audiovisual (exteroceptive) and cardiovisual (interoceptive to exteroceptive)
cues. Results replicate prior findings showing expanded audiovisual TBWs in ASD in comparison to TD. In addition,
strikingly, cardiovisual TBWs were fourfold larger in ASD than in TD, suggesting a putative complete lack of cardiovi-
sual temporal acuity in ASD individuals. Results are discussed in light of recent evidence indicating a reduced ten-
dency to rely on sensory priors in ASD. Autism Res 2017, 0: 000–000. VC 2017 International Society for Autism
Research, Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Lay Summary: Studies have shown that individuals with autism have difficulty in separating auditory and visual
events in time. People with autism also weight sensory evidence originating from the external world and from their
body differently. We measured simultaneity judgments regarding visual and auditory events and between visual and
heartbeat events. Results suggest that while individuals with autism show unusual temporal function across the
senses in a general manner, this deficit is greater when pairings bridged between the external world and the internal
body.
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Introduction

Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are defined by core

deficits in social communication and interaction, as

well as by the presence of repetitive patterns of behav-

ior and restricted interests [American Psychiatric Associ-

ation, 2013]. Further, clinicians and researchers are

increasingly noting abnormalities in sensory processing

in these patients [Baum, Stevenson, & Wallace, 2015;

Iarocci & McDonald, 2006; Le Couteur et al., 1989;

Marco, Hinkley, Hill, & Nagarajan, 2011]—observations

that have led to the incorporation of sensory and per-

ceptual abnormalities [most often expressed as either

hypo- or hyper-sensitivity to sensory stimuli; Baranek,

David, Poe, Stone, & Watson, 2006] as a diagnostic fea-

ture for ASD in the DSM-V [American Psychiatric Asso-

ciation, 2013].

In addition to differences in responsiveness to stimuli

presented within the individual senses, a number of

recent reports have highlighted that individuals with

ASD may also exhibit deficits in tasks requiring integra-

tion or utilization of information across the different

sensory modalities [i.e., multisensory tasks; see Brand-

wein et al., 2013; Foxe et al., 2013; Smith & Bennetto,

2007; Stevenson et al., 2013, 2014; Woynaroski et al.,

2013]. Rather than combining information from the
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different sensory modalities in an indiscriminant man-

ner, multisensory neurons and circuits are highly sensi-

tive to the statistical relationships between stimuli

within the environment. Among the most important of

these statistical features are the spatial [e.g., Meredith &

Stein, 1996; Noel & Wallace, 2016] and temporal [e.g.,

Meredith, Nemitz, & Stein, 1987; Simon, Noel, & Wal-

lace, 2017] proximity of the different stimuli to one

another. Such reliance on these physical characteristics

of the stimuli makes intuitive sense, as sensory energies

that arrive at the peripheral receptors close together in

space and time are highly likely to have emanated from

the same event [Murray & Wallace, 2012]. It is conceiv-

able, therefore, that the abnormalities individuals with

ASD exhibit in processing multisensory stimuli may be

rooted in impairments in the spatial and/or temporal

[Noel, De Niear, Stevenson, Alais, & Wallace, 2016a;

Noel, Lukowska, Wallace, & Serino, 2016b; Stevenson

et al., 2014] dimensions.

A rapidly growing body of evidence suggests that

individuals with ASD have impaired multisensory tem-

poral function, with particular emphasis on audiovisual

pairings [Bebko et al., 2006; Noel et al., 2016a; Steven-

son et al., 2016; Turi, Karaminis, Pellicano, & Burr,

2016; Wallace & Stevenson, 2014]. A common para-

digm utilized in order to test temporal acuity is the

simultaneity judgment task in which stimuli from two

different modalities are presented with varying degrees

of temporal disparity and participants are asked to

judge whether these stimuli are synchronous or asyn-

chronous. In addition to allowing the determination of

the point of temporal asynchrony in which participants

are most likely to judge synchrony (i.e., the point of

subjective simultaneity, PSS), this task also enables the

indexing of the temporal interval over which partici-

pants are highly likely to categorize two events as

occurring in synchrony (i.e., the temporal binding win-

dow, TBW). Within this context, one of the most

robust findings regarding the impaired multisensory

temporal function in ASD is the presence of abnormally

large audiovisual TBWs [De Niear, Noel, & Wallace,

2017; Foss-Feig et al., 2010; Kwakye, Foss-Feig, Cascio,

Stone, & Wallace, 2011; Noel et al., 2016a; Stevenson

et al., 2014]. The manifestation of these enlarged TBWs

is that individuals with ASD are more likely to catego-

rize an audiovisual stimulus pair presented at relatively

large temporal asynchronies as co-occurring in time

when compared with TD individuals. However,

although studies are beginning to suggest similar tem-

porally based impairments across other sensory modali-

ties [see Greenfield, Ropar, Smith, Carey, & Newport,

2015 for evidence of visuo-tactile differences], it

remains largely unknown whether impaired multisen-

sory temporal acuity is a general characteristic of autism

that occurs across a variety of different sensory pairings.

A sensory modality, or group of sensory modalities,

that is becoming increasingly important within the

study of ASD are those subserving interoception

[DuBois, Ameis, Lai, Casanova, & Desakar, 2016;

Schauder, Mash, Bryant, & Cascio, 2014; Shah, Hall,

Catmur, & Bird, 2016]. Interoception is defined as the

monitoring of sensory processes that are produced

within an organism (e.g., heartbeat, respiration, hunger,

salivation). Resting state functional neuroimaging stud-

ies in individuals with ASD have repeatedly demon-

strated group differences in functional connectivity

between brain structures thought to be involved in

interoception, including the insula [which is considered

to be the primary interoceptive cortex; Craig, 2003;

Critchley, Wiens, Rotshtein, Ohman, & Dolan, 2004] as

well as for brain regions involved in exteroceptive sen-

sory processes [Barttfeld et al., 2012; Di Martino et al.,

2014; Ebisch et al., 2011]. From a psychophysical stand-

point, however, the evidence fails to portray a coherent

picture. While influential theoretical perspectives have

suggested a generalized impairment in interoceptive

abilities in ASD [Quattrocki & Friston, 2014], and initial

investigations corroborated this fact [Fiene & Brown-

low, 2016], later studies have either demonstrated no

impairment, or, in contrast, better performance in ASD

at specific time-scales [Schauder et al., 2014]. Further, a

host of recent studies suggest that interoceptive impair-

ments in ASD may be more closely related with alexi-

thymia [Shah et al., 2016], a prevalent sub-clinical co-

morbidity seen in ASD and in which individuals have

difficulty ascribing emotions and internal state to them-

selves [Brewer, Cook, & Bird, 2016a,b; Brewer, Happ�e,

Cook, & Bird, 2015; Gaigg, Cornell, & Bird, 2016; Her-

bert, Herbert, & Pollatos, 2011; Longarzo et al., 2015;

Murphy, Brewer, Catmur, & Bird, 2017; N€aring & Van

der Staak, 1995; Sowden, Brewer, Catmur, & Bird,

2016]. However, one piece of evidence that seems con-

cordant across all of the published work is that in ASD

the putative interoceptive impairment is most closely

related to bridging between interoception and extero-

ception [Noel, Cascio, Wallace, & Park, 2017a; Quat-

trocki & Friston, 2014; Tsakiris, Tajadura-Jimenez, &

Costantini, 2011]. For example, Quattrocki & Friston

[2014] specifically postulate that an early alteration in

the oxytocin system could disrupt the integration of

interoceptive and exteroceptive cues essential for gener-

ating the construct of the self. Further, Tsakiris et al.

[2011] and Schauder et al. [2014] show in both TD and

ASD individuals that there is a relationship between

interoceptive function and proneness to bodily self-

consciousness illusions that are reliant on the integra-

tion of exteroceptive cues [e.g., the Rubber Hand Illu-

sion, Botvinick & Cohen, 1998]. In sum, the presence

of alterations in interoceptive processes and the cir-

cuitry that supports interoceptive awareness suggests
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that those with ASD may integrate interoceptive and

exteroceptive cues differently when compared with

their TD peers [see Greenfield et al., 2015; Noel, Cascio,

et al., 2017a, for a similar argument postulating that

individuals with ASD may have difficulty in integrating

between the internal and external sensory worlds].

In the current study, we were interested in determin-

ing whether individuals with ASD demonstrate

impaired multisensory temporal acuity that extends

beyond audiovisual pairings, and reasoned that a fruit-

ful approach would be to index multisensory temporal

acuity across the exteroceptive and interoceptive sen-

sory modalities (and compare with indices of audiovi-

sual temporal acuity). To address this question, we had

participants with ASD and TD controls perform both a

standard task indexing exteroceptive audiovisual tem-

poral function (i.e., a simultaneity judgment) as well as

a novel cardiovisual simultaneity judgment task index-

ing temporal function across exteroception and intero-

ception. Furthermore, an additional group of TD and

ASD individuals took part in a control visuo-tactile

simultaneity judgment task (see below). The hypotheti-

cal framework for this study is that the well-established

changes in audiovisual temporal acuity (i.e., temporal

binding windows) seen in autism would extend to, and

potentially be more apparent in, judgments that

assessed integration across the extero- and interoceptive

senses.

Methods
Participants

A total of 84 participants took part in this study; 54 in

Experiment 1 (23 females, mean age 5 22.1 6 3.04 years;

range 5 14–29 years old), and 30 in Experiment 2 (14

females, mean age 5 18.48 6 1.8 years; range 5 17–27

years old). In Experiment 1, 23 subjects were high-

functioning individuals with ASD (eight females, mean

age 5 22.0 6 4.24; range 5 14–29 years old; mean TONI-

4 [test of non-verbal intelligence, Brown, Sherbenou, &

Johnsen, 2010] 5 101.9 6 13.5, range 5 78–122, [mean

population 5 100 6 15]) and the rest were age-matched

controls (contrast of age between groups: t(53)<1,

P 5 0.82, d 5 0.10). No cognitive (i.e., TONI) testing was

undertaken with TD participants, and thus experimen-

tal groups were not explicitly matched for IQ. Diagnosis

of ASD was confirmed with research-reliable administra-

tion of the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule

[ADOS-2; Lord et al., 2000], as well as judgment of a

licensed clinical psychologist based on the DSM-5

[American Psychiatric Association, 2013]. In addition to

the audio- and cardio-visual simultaneity judgment

tasks a subset of ASD individuals from Experiment 1

(N 5 10/23, three females, mean age 5 20.26 6 2.91

years) completed a control cardiac sensitivity task - the

Schandry Task [see below; Schandry, 1981]. Further, a

subset of the ASD individuals performing the Schandry

Task (N 5 6/10, one female, mean age 5 19.42 6 2.87

years), along with a comparable subset of the TD group

(N 5 6, three females, mean age 5 22.16 6 3.06 years),

also performed a control visuotactile simultaneity judg-

ment task (in addition to the audio- and cardio-visual

simultaneity judgment tasks). No TD participant com-

pleted the Schandry task. Apart from confirmation of

ASD-diagnosis and IQ testing in ASD subjects no other

cognitive testing was performed. Participants in Experi-

ment 2 were recruited from a sample of 234 pre-

screened first-year students in psychology for having

scored either below the first (N 5 15, mean

age 5 18.40 6 1.2 years, mean AQ 5 11.0 6 2.8) or above

the third (N 5 15, mean age 5 18.49 6 1.4 years, mean

AQ 5 25.6 6 3.5) quartile in the Autism Spectrum Quo-

tient [AQ; Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, Martin,

& Clubley, 2001]. All participants reported normal or

corrected-to-normal visual acuity and normal hearing.

Control participants in Experiment 1 and participants

in Experiment 2 had no history of neurological or psy-

chiatry disease. Written informed consent was obtained

from all participants or their caregivers, and Vanderbilt

University Institutional Review Board approved experi-

mental protocols.

Materials and Apparatus

Visual stimuli consisted of a white ring circumscribing

a fixation cross on a black background, presented for 10

ms (24-inch Sony GDM-FW900 CRT, 1024 3 640 reso-

lution, 120 Hz) and subtending 17.38 of visual angle.

The auditory stimuli was presented via noise-canceling

headphones (Philips SBC HN110) to both ears (72 dB

peak SPL) and consisted of a 3500 Hz pure tone with a

duration of 10 ms. Tactile stimuli (10 ms duration)

administered during the visuotactile control task were

delivered via the shaft of a vibrotactile motor (Precision

MicroDrives) positioned on the right index finger. Stim-

ulus presentation was controlled using E-Prime Prime

(Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA)

and responses were given and recorded via foot pedal

(XK-3 Xkeys, P.I. Engineering, Williamston, MI, USA).

Tactile stimuli were relayed via a micro-controller

(Arduino Mega2580; 16 kHz sampling rate) in order to

assure accurate timing. Timing of stimulus was verified

by oscilloscope (Hameg 507).

Procedure

All participants engaged in both an audiovisual and car-

diovisual two-alternative forced choice simultaneity

judgment task in which participants were respectively

asked to determine whether audiovisual or cardiovisual

INSAR Noel et al./Cardiovisual temporal binding window in ASD 3



stimuli had occurred simultaneously or not. In addition

a subset of participants equally performed a control

visuotactile simultaneity judgment task. For the cardio-

visual task, although each visual presentation was by

definition proximate to two heartbeats (i.e., the preced-

ing and following one) no additional instruction was

given to participants apart from judging the synchrony

between their heartbeat and the visual presentation.

Participants were asked to fixate on a fixation cross at

all times, and instructions emphasized accuracy only.

In the case of the audiovisual and visuotactile tasks,

auditory and visual or visual and tactile stimuli were

presented with stimuli onset asynchronies (SOA)

between 400 and 0 ms in steps of 50 ms, with both

cases of audio-leading (tactile-leading) and visual-

leading trials. Twenty trials per condition were adminis-

tered, for a total of 340 trials. Inter-trial interval was set

to a fixed duration of 1000 ms plus a random duration

between 0 and 500 ms (i.e., uniform distribution

between 1000 and 1500 ms). The audio-visual temporal

disparity was randomized on every trial, and every trial

required a synchrony judgment. Regarding the cardiovi-

sual task, visual stimuli were presented at an interval of

4500 ms in addition to a random duration between 0

and 1000 ms (i.e., uniform distribution between 4500

and 5500 ms). The longer inter-trial interval was chosen

to permit participants to monitor their pulse at their

left wrist. Participants were instructed before the experi-

ment how to monitor their pulse (right thumb on left

radial artery), a strategy that was undertaken after pilot

testing demonstrated that without monitoring their

pulse, participants were unable to detect cardiovisual

synchrony [see Salomon et al., 2016, for a similar effect

and rationale]. For the cardiovisual task, a total of 385

visual presentations were administered, and categoriza-

tion of these trials into appropriate SOA bins (given the

timing of the most proximate heart-beat) was under-

taken offline (see “Analysis” section below). As for the

audiovisual task, since heartbeats were not experimen-

tally generated but produced by the subject, and the

inter-trial interval contained a variable portion, the

stimulus onset asynchrony between cardiac and visual

events was unpredictable. Audiovisual and cardiovisual

tasks were counter-balanced across participants. The

visuotactile task was also randomly inserted within the

order of executed tasks (cardio-visual, audio-visual, or

visuo-tactile simultaneity judgment) in the subset of

participants who performed this control experiment.

In addition, a random subset of the ASD group (10/

23, three females) also completed the Schandry heart-

beat perception task [Schandry, 1981] following the

completion of the audiovisual, cardiovisual, and visuo-

tactile (if applicable) simultaneity judgment tasks. In

this task, which is designed to determine whether indi-

viduals are introspectively able to monitor their

heartbeat, they were asked to sit quietly and not moni-

tor their pulse. They were presented with four distinct

intervals of time over which they were to quietly count

the number of times their heart beat (intervals; 25, 35,

45, and 100 sec), and following the termination of each

interval they verbally reported the perceived number of

times their heart had beat over the interval.

Analysis

Regarding the audiovisual and visuotactile simultaneity

judgments, reports of synchrony were compiled and

averaged for each participant and SOA. Subsequently,

two statistical steps were undertaken. First, for each

group separately a one-way ANOVA was conducted to

determine whether reports of synchrony were SOA-

dependent. That is, we examined for the ASD and TD

groups whether their reports of synchrony conveyed

sufficient evidence against the null hypothesis that

their simultaneity judgments could be said to SOA-

independent. In addition to frequency-based

(“classical”) inference [Everitt & Skrondal, 2002], we

supplemented these standard analyses with a Bayesian

analysis [Jasp 8.0.1, Love et al., 2015]. Briefly, Bayesian

analysis allows for an assessment of not only whether

the null hypothesis may not be discarded, but also

whether the data lend support for this hypothesis

[Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009]. The

Bayes equivalent to the P-value is the Bayes Factor (BF),

which is defined as the ratio of the posterior odds (i.e.,

once data is collected) to the prior odds (i.e., before

data is collected). As a general approximation, a BF>3

indicates evidence against the null hypothesis, whereas

a BF<0.3 indicates evidence in favor of the null

hypothesis—a statement that may not be claimed with

frequency-based statistics [Jeffreys, 1961]. If Bayesian

inference did not support the fact that reports of syn-

chrony were SOA-independent, these reports were fitted

to psychometric functions and multisensory temporal

acuity was assessed.

As no sensory pairing or experimental group demon-

strated reliable evidence in favor of their simultaneity

judgments being SOA-independent, in a second step for

each participant and sensory pairing we fit reports of

synchrony to a Gaussian distribution [see Eq. (1), Noel,

De Niear, Stevenson, et al., 2016a; Noel, De Niear, Van

der Burg, & Wallace, 2016c; Noel, Kurela, et al. 2017b],

which overall proved to adequately represent the shape

of the resulting distribution (goodness-of fit, mean

R2 5 0.81). The fitting procedure was conducted by opti-

mizing the free parameters of the Gaussian function

(i.e., SOA, PSS, and SD) in order to maximize the likeli-

hood of observed responses. The maximal amplitude

was not restricted to peak at or below 100% in order to

optimize fitting.
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P responsejSOAð Þ5amp3exp
2

SOA2PSSð Þ2

2SD2

� �
(1)

The amplitude, mean, and standard deviation of the

Gaussian distribution were set as free parameters. The

amplitude is taken as a response bias, the mean is taken

to index the SOA at which judgment of synchrony is

maximal (i.e., PSS; point of subjective simultaneity),

and the standard deviation is taken to represent the

temporal extent over which participants are highly

likely to perceive asynchronous stimuli as synchro-

nously presented (i.e., TBW; temporal binding window).

Amplitude, PSS, and TBW were compared across groups

via planned between-subjects t-tests.

A similar approach was undertaken for the cardiovi-

sual task, with exception that SOA bins had to be recre-

ated a posteriori. In order to do so, for each visual

presentation the nearest peak (i.e., R) of the QRS com-

plex was determined (be it either earlier or after in time

compared to the visual stimuli, see Fig. 1). Each mini-

mal R-component/visual presentation interval was then

sorted as belonging to a particular bin mimicking the

bins present in the audiovisual task (namely, between

2400 and 400 ms of asynchrony in steps of 50 ms).

The QRS complex as detected via BVP is thought to

occur � 200 ms after the QRS complex is detected via

electrocardiogram (ECG), and the period of maximum

subjective perception of heartbeats occurs 200 ms after

each ECG’s R-wave [Brener, Liu, & Ring, 1993; Brener &

Kluvitse, 1988; Suzuki, Garfinkel, Critchley, & Seth,

2013; see Bessette, Scully, & Jones, 1991; Ring & Brener,

1992, for test-retest reliability of cardiac tasks and the

temporal location of heartbeat sensations]—thus, we

quantified the temporal disparity between each visual

presentation and the maximum subjective perception

of heartbeat. As for the audiovisual case, Gaussian dis-

tributions adequately represented the shape of the

resulting distribution of reports of synchrony (good-

ness-of fit, mean R2 5 0.75).

Lastly, regarding the Schandry task, as illustrated in

Eq. (2), interoceptive awareness (IA) was computed for

each patient by calculating their accuracy in reported

heartbeats normalized by the true number of times

their heart had beat [Tsakiris et al., 2011].

IA5
1

4

X
ð12 jrecorded heartbeats2counted heartbeatsjð Þ

4recorded heartbeatsÞ
(2)

Correlational analyses (Spearman’s rho, r) were con-

ducted between participant’s interoceptive awareness

score and their cardiovisual and visuo-tactile TBWs in

order to verify that the cardiovisual simultaneity judg-

ment task is indexing interoceptive and not visuo-

tactile ability. Similarly, within the ASD group, the

severity of clinical symptoms was correlated with

audio-visual, cardio-visual, and visuo-tactile TBWs.

However, correlations between the remaining variables

were not conducted in order to avoid inflating a puta-

tive Type I error due to multiple tests [see Noel,

Wallace, Orchard-Mills, Alais, & Van der Burg, 2015 for

Figure 1. Measurement of cardiovisual temporal binding windows. Visual stimuli (upper panel; ring flash) are presented at random
temporal intervals, and heartbeats are measured (lower panel). Subsequently, offline, the temporal discrepancy between each visual
presentation (black trigger) and the closest QRS-complex peak (red trigger) is calculated in order to determine stimulus onset asyn-
chrony (SOA; shaded region) for each trial (red). These SOAs are then binned and reports of synchrony within each bin are averaged.
Participants are asked to judge whether the flash occurred coincident with a heartbeat.

INSAR Noel et al./Cardiovisual temporal binding window in ASD 5



a correlational analyses between TBWs across multiple

pairings].

Results
Experiment 1. Audiovisual, Cardiovisual, and Visuotactile
Multisensory Temporal Function in TD and ASD

Judgments of audiovisual synchrony were SOA-

dependent both in the ASD (F(16, 374) 5 9.43,

P<0.001, partial g2 5 0.599, BF10 > 104) and TD (F(16,

510) 5 62.64, P<0.001, partial g2 5 0.785, BF10 > 104)

groups. Further, as previously reported [Noel, De Niear,

Stevenson, et al., 2016a; Stevenson et al., 2014], indi-

viduals with ASD exhibited significantly larger TBWs

(M 5 163.44 ms, SEM 5 5.79 ms) than their TD counter-

parts (M 5 143.20 ms, SEM 5 2.38 ms; t(53) 5 3.55,

P<0.001, d 5 0.97, BF10 5 36.8, Fig. 2a). These groups

also differed in the mean amplitude of the Gaussian

function best-describing their reports of synchrony as a

function of SOA (t(53) 5 2.11, P 5 0.039, d 5 0.57, BF10

5 1.8, Fig. 2a), with the TD participants more often

(i.e., peak proportion of reports of synchrony of 97% or

M 5 0.97, SEM 5 0.01) reporting synchrony at their peak

than ASD participants (M 5 0.87, SEM 5 0.04). Lastly,

although results demonstrated a trend (t(53) 5 1.63,

P 5 0.10, d 5 0.44, BF10 5 1.00, Fig. 2a), the point of

subjective simultaneity (i.e., PSS) did not differ among

groups (ASD, M 5 32.01 ms, SEM 5 11.64 ms; TD,

M 5 8.39 ms, SEM 5 8.92 ms).

As illustrated in Figure 2b, reports of synchrony to

cardiovisual events were strikingly different between

ASD and TD participants. Indeed, while the reports of

synchrony were clearly SOA-dependent for the TD

group (F(16,510) 5 21.04, P<0.001, partial g2 5 0.490,

BF10 > 104), they only exhibited a trend within the

ASD population (F(16,374) 5 3.12, P 5 0.09, partial

g2 5 0.188, BF10 5 2.367). The mean proportion of syn-

chrony judgments across ASD participants did not sig-

nificantly differ from chance across the range of tested

SOAs (one-sample t-test to 0.5, P 5 0.18, d 5 0.17, BF10

5 1.0), while it did for TD participants (P<0.001, d 5

0.89, BF10 5 134.0). Similarly, submitting reports of

synchrony for cardiovisual events as a function of SOA

and group (ASD vs. TD) to a mixed-model ANOVA

revealed a clear SOA X group interaction

(F(16,592) 5 6.730, P 0.001, partial g2 5 0.213, BF10 >

104). The main effect of SOA was significant

(F(16,592) 5 15.75, P<0.001, partial g2 5 0.299, BF10 >

104), while the main effect of group was not

(F(1,50) 5 0.381, P 5 0.441, partial g2 5 0.010, BF10 5

0.45). Thus, while frequency-based analyses seemingly

indicate that cardio-visual synchrony judgments were

not dependent on SOA, the supplementary Bayesian

analysis (BF 5 2.367) did not provide strong evidence

either in support of (BF<0.3) or rejecting (BF>3.0) the

null hypothesis [Jarosz & Wiley, 2014]. Consequently,

cardiovisual TBWs were derived for both TD and ASD

individuals.

Regarding the amplitude of the Gaussian function

best describing the reports of synchrony (TD: mean

R2 5 0.74; ASD: mean R2 5 0.78), TD participants

(M 5 0.77, SEM 5 0.05) significantly more often reported

synchrony (t(53) 5 2.80, P 5 0.008, d 5 0.76, BF10 5 6.24)

than did their ASD counterparts (M 5 0.59, SEM 5 0.06)

at their peak synchrony report. On the other hand,

there was no significant difference in PSS among the

groups (ASD, M 5 228.75 ms, SEM 5 72.67 ms; TD,

M 5 249.63 ms, SEM 5 9.41 ms, t(53) 5 0.26, P 5 0.79,

d 5 0.07, BF10 5 1.07). Most importantly, in terms of the

duration over which participants were highly likely to

judge an asynchronous presentation as synchronous

(i.e., the temporal binding window or TBW), the TBW

Figure 2. Audiovisual (upper panel) and cardiovisual (lower
panel) reports of synchrony as a function of SOA and group (TD
in black and ASD in red). Error bars represent 6 1 standard error
of the mean (SEM).
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for cardiovisual stimuli was over 4 times larger in ASD

(M 5 721.07 ms, SEM 5 113.32 ms), than in TD

(M 5 168.18 ms, SEM 5 39.25 ms, t(53) 5 5.14, P 0.001,

d 5 1.41, BF10>104).

In order to confirm that individuals with ASD were

able to monitor their heartbeat, we had a random sub-

sample of the participants (10/23) perform the Schan-

dry task (see “Methods” section). Overall, the IA score

of this group was 0.68 (SEM 5 0.02), which is a score

that is consistent with, if not better than, most previous

reports of interoceptive awareness [�0.66 in TD in Gar-

finkel, Seth, Barrett, Suzuki, & Critchley, 2013; �0.65 in

ASD in Schauder et al., 2014]. Further, Schauder et al.

[2014], report no difference in interoceptive awareness

between ASD and TD in a larger and more heteroge-

neous sample (n 5�20 per group as opposed to 10

here). Similarly, our analysis is restricted to a high-

functioning ASD group (e.g., IQ scores are numerically

larger than in the general population, see “Participants”

section), minimizing the possibility that the reported

distinctions in cardiovisual TBWs are due to difficulties

in comprehension or task-compliance. Lastly, there was

a strong correlation between ASD participants’ intero-

ceptive awareness score and the size of their cardiovi-

sual TBW (r 5 20.90, P 5 0.001, df 5 9), suggesting that

cardiovisual temporal acuity was best in those individu-

als most sensitive to their heartbeats. Audio-visual (all

|r|<0.17, all P>0.50, df 5 22) and cardio-visual (all

|r|<0.12, all P>0.87, df 5 22) TBWs did not correlate

with ASD symptomatology severity as measured by the

ADOS-2.

In addition to controlling for cardiac sensitivity,

another important aspect of the cardiovisual simultane-

ity judgment task is that participants were instructed to

monitor their pulse at their wrist. Hence, it may be

argued that the task is a visuo-tactile one and that the

impairment observed in the ASD sample is a manifesta-

tion of impaired visuo-tactile acuity [Greenfield et al.,

2015]. To address this possible confound, a subset of

the ASD and TD subjects performed a visuo-tactile

simultaneity judgment task. Results indicate that

reports of synchrony on this visuo-tactile task were

SOA-dependent both in the case of the TD

(F(16,101) 5 17.86, P<0.001, partial g2 5 0.869,

BF10>104) and ASD (F(16,101) 5 17.02, P<0.001, par-

tial g2 5 0.867, BF10>104) individuals. The peak of the

Gaussian best fitting the reports did not significantly

differ between the TD (M 5 0.95, SEM 5 0.003) and ASD

(M 5 0.97, SEM 5 0.012) groups (t(10) 5 1.67, P 5 0.09,

d 5 1.05, BF10 5 1.35), nor did the PSS (TD: M 5 230.04

ms, SEM 5 3.68 ms; ASD: M 5 239.46 ms, SEM 5 4.42

ms; t(10) 5 1.56, P 5 0.12, d 5 0.98, BF10 5 1.07). On the

other hand, as depicted in Figure 3, visuo-tactile TBWs

were indeed larger in ASD (M 5 310.82 ms, SEM 5 5.55

ms) than in TD individuals (M 5 297.66 ms, SEM 5 2.50

ms; t(10) 5 2.15, P 5 0.05, d 5 1.35, BF10 5 2.17). How-

ever, this effect was several orders of magnitude smaller

than the effect demonstrated for cardiovisual simulta-

neity judgments. Furthermore, in contrast to the case

of cardiovisual temporal acuity, there was no correla-

tion between interoceptive awareness score and visuo-

tactile TBW size in the ASD group (r 5 0.02, P 5 1,

df 5 5). The presence of a correlation between intero-

ceptive ability and cardio-visual but not visuo-tactile

temporal acuity suggests that indeed the cardio-visual

simultaneity judgment assessed cardiac sensitivity and

not tactile sensitivity. There was no correlation between

the size of ASD participant’s visuo-tactile TBWs and

ADOS-2 calibrated severity scores (all |r|<0.49, all

P>0.27, df 5 22).

As further controls, we analyzed heart rate as well as

inter-beat interval variability in order to determine

whether these factors may play a role in the observed

effects. Results revealed no difference in either beats per

minute (ASD, M 5 76.45 bpm, SEM 5 2.57 bpm; TD,

M 5 71.49 bpm, SEM 5 1.83 bpm; t(42) 5 1.54, P 5 0.13,

d 5 0.47, BF10 5 1.11), or in inter-beat interval variability

(ASD, M 5 0.16, SEM 5 0.04; TD, M 5 0.17, SEM 5 0.03;

t(42) 5 0.354, P 5 0.72, d 5 0.10, BF10 5 1.25) between the

two groups.

Despite the fact that the results from the Schandry

task indicate that individuals with ASD can detect their

heartbeat, that cardiovisual and not visuotactile tempo-

ral function relates to the degree of interoceptive sensi-

tivity at an individual subject level, that analyses of the

heartbeats themselves did not reveal any physiological

differences between the TD and ASD groups, and that a

visuotactile temporal impairment may not entirely

account for the reported cardiovisual deficit in ASD, to

further test whether cardiovisual temporal function

Figure 3. Visuotactile reports of synchrony as a function of
SOA and group (TD in black and ASD in red). Error bars
represent 6 1 standard error of the mean (SEM).
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may be anomalous in ASD, we ran a second experi-

ment. In this experiment, we recruited not patients

with ASD but healthy individuals that on a pre-test in

over 230 subjects scored either in the bottom or top

25% of the Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ).

Experiment 2. Audiovisual and Cardiovisual Multisensory
Temporal Function in TD with Low and High AQ Scores

In contrast to the comparison between the TD and ASD

groups, when comparing TD individuals with either

low or high scores on the AQ, audiovisual temporal

acuity did not differ between the groups (Fig. 4a).

Reports of audiovisual synchrony were SOA-dependent

both for high-AQ group (F(16,254) 5 37.38, P<0.001,

partial g2 5 0.830, BF10>104) and low-AQ group

(F(16,220) 5 20.54, P<0.001, partial g2 5 0.751,

BF10>104). Further, both groups exhibited a similar

peak amplitude of the Gaussian function best describ-

ing their reports of audiovisual synchrony (Low AQ,

M 5 0.95, SEM 5 0.04; High AQ, M 5 0.97, SEM 5 0.03,

t(28) 5 0.22, P 5 0.82, d 5 0.08, BF10 5 1.02, Fig. 4a), a

similar PPS (Low AQ, M 5 25.35 ms, SEM 5 14.96 ms;

High AQ, M 5 19.82 ms, SEM 5 7.70 ms, t(28) 5 0.34,

P 5 0.73, d 5 0.12, BF10 5 1.16), and a similarly sized

TBW (Low AQ, M 5 144.49 ms, SEM 5 18.47 ms; High

AQ, M 5 152.37 ms, SEM 5 15.44 ms, t(28) 5 0.33,

P 5 0.74, d 5 0.12, BF10 5 1.16).

For the cardiovisual task, a one-way repeated mea-

sures ANOVA demonstrated that both for those low

(F(16, 224) 5 9.10, P<0.001, partial g2 5 0.478,

BF10>104) and high (F(16,224) 5 4.43, P<0.001, partial

g2 5 0.241, BF10>104) on the AQ scale, there was a

main effect of SOA, indicating that reports of syn-

chrony were significantly modulated by the true physi-

cal asynchrony between cardiac and visual signals. The

groups did differ in the mean maximal amplitude of

the Gaussian that best described their reports of syn-

chrony as a function of SOA, with low AQ participants

(M 5 0.84, SEM 5 0.07) exhibiting a larger amplitude

than high AQ counterparts (M 5 0.65, SEM 5 0.03,

t(28) 5 2.44, P 5 0.023, d 5 0.92, BF10 5 4.00, Fig. 4b). In

contrast to the results from Experiment 1, however, in

this case both the individuals scoring low (t(14) 5 9.66,

P<0.001, d 5 5.16, BF10>104) and high (t(14) 5 2.93,

P 5 0.02, d 5 1.56, BF10 5 9.92) on the AQ had peak

amplitudes that were significantly greater than chance,

illustrating the presence of a cardiovisual TBW.

These groups did not differ in mean cardiovisual PSS

(Low AQ, M 5 225.25 ms, SEM 5 31.88 ms; High AQ,

M 5 29.56 ms, SEM 5 34.03 ms, t(28) 5 1.16, P 5 0.25,

d 5 0.43, BF10 5 1.36, Fig. 4b). Most importantly, low

and high AQ groups did not differ in the size of their

cardiovisual TBW (Low AQ, M 5 239.40 ms,

SEM 5 45.95 ms; High AQ, M 5 242.84 ms, SEM 5 36.49

ms, t(28) 5 0.05, P 5 0.95, d 5 0.01, BF10 5 1.01, Fig. 4b).

As for TD and ASD groups in Experiment 1, low and

high AQ groups did not differ in beats per minute (Low

AQ, M 5 74.59 bpm, SEM 5 1.87 bpm; High AQ,

M 5 75.05 bpm, SEM 5 2.15 bpm, t(28) 5 0.15, P 5 0.87,

d 5 0.05, BF10 5 1.08), nor in their inter-beat interval

variability (Low AQ, M 5 0.15, SEM 5 0.02; High AQ,

M 5 0.12, SEM 5 0.02, t(28) 5 0.82, P 5 0.42, d 5 0.30,

BF10 5 1.45). In summarizing these results, there were

less marked differences between the high and low AQ

TD subjects than between low AQ subjects and individ-

uals with ASD. However, there was a discernable differ-

ence between high and low AQ individuals in the

amplitude of the cardio-visual SOA-response function,

suggesting that as in the ASD cohort, high AQ subjects

tend to have a flatter response profile when integrating

interoceptive and visual information.

Figure 4. Audiovisual (upper row) and cardiovisual (lower row)
reports of synchrony as a function of SOA and group (partici-
pants with low AQ scores in black and participants with high
AQ scores in red). Error bars represent 6 1 standard error of the
mean (SEM).
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Discussion

Overall the results of the current study replicate prior

findings by demonstrating larger audiovisual and visuo-

tactile TBWs in ASD individuals when compared with

TD individuals [Greenfield et al., 2015; Noel, De Niear,

Stevenson, et al., 2016a; Stevenson et al., 2014]. The

novelty of the current work is in its extension to

include temporal judgments that span the interoceptive

and exteroceptive realms by specifically indexing cardi-

ovisual processes. While cardiovisual TBWs were gener-

ally larger than audiovisual TBWs for all tested

populations (TD, TD low in AQ, TD high in AQ, ASD),

in individuals with ASD cardiovisual temporal acuity

was so poor—cardiovisual TBW 4 times larger in ASD

than TD—that reports of cardiovisual synchrony

appeared nearly SOA-independent. This dramatic differ-

ence in cardiovisual performance prompted a second

experiment in which we had healthy (i.e., non-ASD)

individuals either low or high on the AQ scale perform

the same tasks.

In this second experiment, reports of cardiovisual

synchrony were modulated by SOA for both low and

high AQ individuals, and these two groups did not

exhibit a difference in their cardiovisual TBW size. They

did, however, demonstrate a significant difference in

regard to the peak amplitude of their simultaneity

reports. We consider this finding particularly interest-

ing, as it suggests that both ASD participants and

healthy individuals high on the AQ scale demonstrate a

reduced tendency to report cardiovisual synchrony.

While the amplitude effect may represent a response

bias, the TBW size effect is less easily incorporated into

such a framework.

An acknowledged limitation of the current study is

that we allowed participants to take their pulse over the

course of the experiment, a procedure that could be

construed as indexing a visuotactile TBW as opposed to

a cardiovisual TBW. Although it is true that we allowed

participants to take their pulse (as pilot testing demon-

strated that the task was unfeasible without this), and

that this act inevitably leads to a tactile sensation, we

believe that for a number of reasons the task here dif-

fers from a standard visuotactile simultaneity judgment

task. First, although altered temporal binding in the

context of a visuotactile judgment has recently been

demonstrated in ASD [Greenfield et al., 2015], the dif-

ferences seen were far from the magnitude of those

seen in the current study, suggesting basic differences

between the cardiovisual task used here and classic

measures of visuotactile temporal acuity. To address

this issue, a subset of participants in Experiment 1 were

administered a visuotactile simultaneity judgment task,

and while results indicated larger visuotactile TBWs in

ASD than TD, the magnitude of the visuotactile differ-

ence was on the order to 10 ms, as compared to a dif-

ference of approximately 500 ms for the cardiovisual

task. Second, there was a strong correlation between

ASD participants’ performance on a well-established

interoceptive sensitivity task and their cardiovisual but

not visuo-tactile temporal acuity, suggesting that the

cardiovisual simultaneity task indeed indexed intero-

ceptive ability. Third, it must be emphasized that even

if the task is derivative of a visuo-tactile judgment, this

judgment is based on the monitoring of an interocep-

tive and predictable process—the rhythmicity of one’s

own heartbeat. Thus, and different from a classic visuo-

tactile simultaneity judgment, which generally revolves

around relating the timing of a visual event to an exter-

nally generated tactile event on the skin surface, partici-

pants here were making judgments based on their

monitoring of an internal and rhythmic process. Lastly,

it may be argued that cardiovisual, rather than visuotac-

tile, temporal acuity is further impaired in ASD due to

task difficulty. This objection remains to be tested in a

future study artificially degrading visuotactile perfor-

mance, for instance via the administration of sensory

noise, and relating a general decrease in performance to

TBW size. Furthermore, conceptually, we hypothesized

that the impairment in audiovisual temporal acuity in

ASD may be accentuated for an intero-exteroceptive

pairing—and results indeed supported this hypothesis.

Whether this phenomenon is exclusively due to the dif-

ficulty in breaching between interoception and extero-

ception remains to be ascertained. Beyond this first

characterization of striking temporal differences across

exteroceptive and interoceptive sensory modalities in

ASD, future studies may seek to additionally constrain

the demographic characteristics of the samples tested.

For example, in the current report only high-

functioning individuals were tested, ASD and TD groups

were not explicitly matched for cognitive ability, co-

morbidity for alexithymia [Brewer et al., 2016a,b; Shah

et al., 2016]—a sub-clinical population highly present

in ASD and with documented interoceptive deficits—

was not tested, and a wide age range of participants

were recruited when it is well-established that multisen-

sory temporal ability is heavily influenced by age [e.g.,

Hillock, Powers, & Wallace, 2011; Noel, De Niear, Van

der Burg, et al., 2016c].

Indeed, an initial conjecture for the current study

was that due to the highly rhythmic and predictable

nature of the heartbeat, once individuals are trained on

the task, cardiovisual TBWs would be narrower than

the TBW for externally generated audiovisual stimuli,

which are less predictable. This prediction did not hold

for either the TD or the ASD participants. In a related

manner, it is possible that a large contributor to the dif-

ference in cardiovisual TBW size between TD and ASD

INSAR Noel et al./Cardiovisual temporal binding window in ASD 9



is in the capacity to generate and make use of predic-

tions. In fact, Pellicano and Burr [2012], recently

highlighted the fact that perceptual experience is influ-

enced by both incoming sensory information (i.e., like-

lihoods, in Bayesian terms) and by expectations or prior

knowledge of the world (i.e., priors, in Bayesian terms).

They hypothesized that many of the sensory abnormali-

ties present in ASD may be explained by attenuated pri-

ors (i.e., hypo-priors), and indeed recent evidence

appears to indicate that individuals with ASD may have

difficulties in predicting upcoming events [Sinha et al.,

2014; van Boxtel & Lu, 2013; Van de Cruys et al.,

2014], and/or in incorporating recent sensory evidence

[Noel, De Niear, Stevenson, et al., 2016a; Turi et al.,

2016] into their representation of the external world.

The current results, thus, may be interpreted as fitting

within this predictive-coding perspective on ASD.

Stated in more detail, in order to categorize certain

multisensory presentations as synchronous and others

as asynchronous, in addition to precise and reliable sen-

sory representations, it is necessary to have and to uti-

lize an internal model of what constitutes synchrony.

In fact, while the current results suggest that the intero-

ceptive ability of individuals with ASD is intact [i.e.,

Schandry Task, see also Schauder et al., 2014], they also

point to the prior belief system responsible for contex-

tualizing this sensory evidence as awry [see Friston,

Lawson, & Frith, 2013; Lawson, Friston, & Rees, 2015;

Lawson, Rees, & Friston, 2014, for similar arguments].

In fact, the predictive coding framework has recently

been applied to interoception [Seth, Suzuki, & Critch-

ley, 2012], with the postulation that the feeling of pres-

ence, which may be anomalous in ASD [Noel, Cascio,

et al., 2017a; Parnas, Bovet, & Zahavi, 2002; Uddin,

2011], is at least partly accomplished by successful top-

down suppression of interoceptive signals evoked by

automatic control directly, and by visceral responses to

afferent sensory signals indirectly. In this view, intero-

ceptive predictive signals travel via autonomic path-

ways to regions of the limbic system. At this stage,

information about the internal milieu converges with

exteroceptive signals and imbues higher-level represen-

tations with their distinct affective valence [Quattrocki

& Friston, 2014]. This integration of exteroceptive and

interoceptive signals must be properly weighted to

appropriately balance external signals with their requi-

site social emotional valence; a process that the current

results suggest goes awry in autism.
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